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Abstract 
A version of Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem is proved for consensus functions defined on 
closed weak hierarchies. The resulting consensus function is a projection 
1. Introduction 
In [3], Bandelt and Dress introduce weak hierarchies as a possible output for data 
classification. Batbedat, independent of Bandelt and Dress, studied weak hierarchies 
under the name “mtdinclus” [7, S]. A weak hierarchy on a (not necessarily finite) set 
S is a system H of nonempty subsets of S such that for any A1,A2,A3 EH, 
A1 nA2 nA3 E {A, nA2, Al nA3, A2 nA3}. In [3], the authors point out that “such set 
systems are not alien to discrete mathematics”. For example, weak hierarchies are 
hypergraphs containing no triangles. In particular, any interval hypergraph is a weak 
hierarchy. A weak hierarchy H is closed if, for any A, B E H, A nB E H whenever 
A nB # 8. In the theory of classification, aclosed interval hypergraph H on a finite set 
S such that S E H, +$ H and {x} E H for every x E S is called a pyramid [lo]. Related to 
this is the classical notion of a hierarchy. A hierarchy on a finite set S is a system H of 
nonempty subsets of S such that: S E H; {x} E H for every x ES; and 
Al nA2 E {A,, AZ, r)} for all Al, A2 E H. It is easy to see that any hierarchy on S is 
a closed weak hierarchy, but the converse is not true. We will follow [l l] and refer to 
a hierarchy as an n-tree where n is the number of elements in S. In sum, (closed) weak 
hierarchies represent a generalization of some well-known structures from discrete 
mathematics pertaining to the area of classification. 
To obtain a version of Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem [l] for closed weak hierar- 
chies one needs to generalize the axiom of “independence of irrelevant alternatives” 
[l]. There are many ways to do this. In [S], for example, the axioms of “indepen- 
dence” and “removal independence” are stated for consensus functions defined on 
n-trees. Only “removal independence” leads to a version of Arrow’s Impossibility 
Theorem for n-trees [5] with the resulting dictatorship a projection [6]. “Indepen- 
dence” and “removal independence” translate readily to consensus functions defined 
on closed weak hierarchies. Moreover, both axioms lead to versions of Arrow’s 
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Impossibility Theorem for closed weak hierarchies with the dictatorship a projection. 
We are able to incorporate both versions into one result which is the main theorem of 
this paper. 
2. The theorem 
We will assume that the underlying set S is finite with n 2 6 elements. Let 
W = {H 1 H is a closed weak hierarchy on S, S E H and (x} E H for every x ES}. If 
H E W, then a set X in H is called a nontrivial cluster of H whenever 1 < 1x1 < n. In the 
sequel, we construct weak hierarchies that have nontrivial clusters with five elements. 
This is why we need n > 6. H, denotes the element in W having no nontrivial clusters. 
If H E W and Y is any subset of S then H) y denotes the element in W whose nontrivial 
clusters are the nonempty distinct elements of {A n Y: A is a nontrivial cluster of H). 
For each weak hierarchy H there is an associated ternary relation R on S defined by 
(x, y,z) E R, if and only if there exists X E H, such that x EX, y EX and z$X. We will 
write xyRz instead of (x, y, z) E R. 
A consensus function is a map C: Wk + W. For some examples of consensus 
functions for weak hierarchies we refer the reader to [3,12]. Elements of Wk are called 
profiles and conventional notation for profiles is P = (H,, . . . , Hk), P* = (Hz, . . . , Ht) 
and so on. PJx will denote the profile whose components are the components of 
P restricted to the set X. The associated ternary relation for Hi will be denoted by Rip 
and the relation for C(P) by R. 
The consensus function C: Wk --+ W is weakly independent if and only if for every 
x, y,z ES and profiles P, P’ we have Pl+..,,.i = P’II,,,,.) implies {x, y} E C(P)I(,,,,,) if 
and only if {x, y} E C(P’)I(,,Y,lI. Since (x, y} E C(P)I(,,,,.) is equivalent to xyRz, the 
conclusion for weak independence can be stated as xyRz if and only if xyR’z. The 
consensus function C is Pareto if and only if for every profile P = (H,, . . . , Hk), A E Hi 
for all i implies that A E C(P), and is ternary Pareto, if and only if for every profile 
P and x, y, z ES, XyRiz for all i implies that xyRz. Finally, C is a projection if there 
exists an index j such that for every profile P = (HI, . . . ,Hk), C(P) = Hj. 
We can now state the main result. 
Theorem 1. If C: Wk + W is weakly independent and Pareto, then C is a projection. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is given in the next section using a sequence of lemmas and 
is based, in part, on the proof of the classical version of Arrow’s Theorem for weak 
orders. 
3. The proof 
In this section, we assume that C: Wk + W is weakly independent and Pareto. 
Lemma 1. C is ternary Pareto. 
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Proof. Suppose P = (HI, . . . ,Hk) satisfies xyRiz for i = 1, . . , k. Let P’ = (H;, . . . ,I$) 
be defined as follows: Hi = HiI(x,v,zj for i = 1, . . . ,k. Note that (x, y} E HI for 
i= 1,. . . ,k. So {x, y} E C(P’) by Pareto. Note that PliX,Y =; = P’l;X,y,z) and 
{X?Yl E w’N:X*,.z~. Therefore, by weak independence, {x, y} E’C(P)I+~,~~. Hence 
xyRz. I-J 
Let K c (1, . . . , k}. Then K is almost decisive for (x, y, z) if for every profile P 
such that P = (HI, . . ..H& HiI(X,Y,Zj = H,u{{x,y,z},{x,y}} for every iEK and 
Hjl:,,,,z: = H, u{ {x, y, z) > for every j E Kc imply xyRz. It follows from weak indepen- 
dence that K is almost decisive for (x, y,z) if there exists a profile P that satisfies 
Hil;,,y,z: = Hg~({~,y,z,},{~,y})foreveryi~~,Hjl~~.~,~~ =H~u{{x,y,z}}forevery 
j E Kc, and xyRz. 
Now consider the collection of all almost decisive sets. Since C is Pareto, the set 
{l, . . . . k} belongs to this collection. We denote by M a minimal almost decisive set. 
That is, M is almost decisive for some (x, y, z) and any proper subset of M is not almost 
decisive for any triple. 
Lemma 2. Zf M is a minimal almost decisive set, say for (x, y, z), then IMI = 1. 
Proof. Assume JM] > 1. Let j EM and set MI = (j}, M2 = M - (j], and 
n/13 = (1, . . . , k} - M. Define a profile P = (HI, . . . ,Hk) as follows: Hj = H,u 
((x,y),{x,y,s,z}}; for all iEM2, Hi = H~u{{x,Y,s},{x,Y,s,z}}; for all iEM3, 
Hi = H,U({x,y,s,z}}. 
Observe that PI (,,,,,@ves (x,y,z} ~Hil(~,~.~) for every i and {x,y> ~H~l~x,y,z~ if and 
only if i E M. Since M is almost decisive for (x, y, z) it follows that xyRz. So there exists 
a cluster X that contains x and y but not z. If s EX then syRz. If s$X then xyRs. 
Notice that Hjlis,y,z,, = H~u((s,y,z)};foralli~M1,Hil(,,~,=) = H+~{{~,Y),(s,Y,z)); 
for all i EMS, Hi1js.y.z: = H4u{ {s, y,z)}. Therefore, if syRz, then M2 would be 
almost decisive for (s, y,z) contrary to the minimality of M. Also, notice that 
Hj1;x.y.s~ = H~u{{x,y},{x,~,s});foralli Z.LHil{x,Y,S~ =H~u((x,~,s)).IfxyRsthen 
{j}, would be almost decisive for (x, y, s) which again contradicts the minimality of M. 
Hence, (MI = 1. 0 
For the remaining lemmas we will assume that M = {j} and M is almost decisive 
for (x, y, z). By proving Lemmas 3-6 we get M = (j} is almost decisive for every (a, b, c) 
in S3. 
Lemma 3. M is almost decisive for (x, y, t)for any t$(x, y, z}. 
Proof. Let t E S - {x, y, z}. Construct a profile P as follows: Hj = H, U( { t, x, y, u, z}, 
{x~y)~{t~~~~}~{~~~}~{~~x}~(~~t}}~ Hi = H~~{{t~x~y~~~~}~{t~~~~}~{~~~}~{~~x}~{~~t)} 
for all i fj. Note that P is well-defined and that each weak hierarchy in P is closed 
under nonempty intersections. 
Observe that Hjlix y z; = H~u{{x,~,z},{x,~}} andthatH~I{x,,,.~ = H~u{{x,~,z)j 
for all i # j. It follows’from Lemma 2 that xyRz. Suppose A E C(P) satisfies x, y E A 
and z$A. Assume t E A. It follows from Pareto that (t, u, z}, {u, z}, {u, x} and {z, t} 
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all belong to C(P). If u$A then An{t,u,z)n{u,x}~{An{t,u,z},An{u,x}, 
{t, u,z} n{u,x) > contrary to C(P) being a weak hierarchy. If u EA then 
An{z,t}n{u,z}~{An(z,t},An{u,z},{z,t}n{u,z}} which again contradicts C(P) 
being in W. It follows that t&4 and so xyRt. Finally, observe that 
Hjltx,y,t} = &u{{x,y,t),{x,y}) and that Hil(x,Y,tj = Hgu{{x,y,t}} for all i #j. 
Hence M is almost decisive for (x, y, t). 0 
Let H E W with R the associated ternary relation. Let a, b, x, y, z be five distinct 
elements from S. The relation R has the following transitivity property: xyRz, axRy, 
ayRx, bxRy and byRx imply abRz (see [2]). This property will be very useful in the 
sequel. 
Lemma 4. A4 is almost decisive for (a, b, z) for all a, b such that {a, b) n{x, y, z} = 8. 
Proof. Let a, b ES such that (a, b} n{x, y, z> = 8. Construct a profile P = (HI, . . . ,Hk) 
as follows: Hj = H4 u({a, b, x, y, z}, (a, b,x, y}, {a, x>, {a, y}, (b, x>, (b, y}}; Hi = H, 
~{{~,~,~,y,~},{~,~},{~,~},{~,~),(~,y}} f or all i #j. It follows from Lemma 2 that 
xyRz. It follows from Pareto that axRy, ayRx, bxRy, byRx. Thus abRz is true. Observe 
thatHjjla,b,sj = Hgu{{a,b,z},{a,b}}andthatH~(~a,~,z~ = H~u((a,b,z}}foralli#j. 
Hence M is almost decisive for (a, b, z). 0 
Lemma 5. M is almost decisive for (x, t,z) for all t # y. 
Proof. Let t ES such that t # y. Clearly, we can assume t # x and t # z. Let 
a ES - {x, t, y, z}. Since M is almost decisive for (x, y, z) and {a, t} n{x, y, z} = 8 it 
follows from Lemma 4 that M is almost decisive for (a, t, z). Therefore, by Lemma 3, 
M is almost decisive for (a, t, x). By Lemma 4, M is almost decisive for (y, z, x). By 
Lemma 3, M is almost decisive for (y, z,a). By Lemma 4, M is almost decisive for 
(x, t, a). Finally, by Lemma 3, M is almost decisive for (x, t, z). 0 
Lemma 6. M is almost decisive for (a, b, c) for every a, b, c ES. 
Proof. This result follows from the previous lemmas and from symmetry. 0 
By proving Lemmas 7-10 we get, for any profile P and x, y, z in S, xyRz whenever 
XyRjz. 
Lemma7. SupposeP = (HI, . . . . HJ E WksatisJies{(x,~,z},{x,~}} E Hjl~X,y,Z);foralt 
i #j {{x,Y~z>> ~Hil{~,Y,g and {~,y}4Hil~~.~.+ Then XYRZ. 
Proof. Define a profile P’ = (Hi, . . . ,H;) as follows: {{x, y,z, a, b}, {x, a}, {x, b}, 
{~,a}, {y, b)} is a subset of Hi for all i, {x, y, a, b} E Hi, {x,z} E Hi if and only if 
(KZ> EHil{x,y,r}, and {y,z} EH: if and only if {y,z} EH:(+.~,~~. 
Observe that P((,,,,.) = P’J(,,,,.). For P’ we have Hj((,,,,,) = H+u{(a,b,z}, 
{a, b)} and H&..b,ZJ = H,u{ {a, b,z) > for all i #j. It follows from Lemma 6 that abR’z. 
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It follows from Pareto that xaR’b,xbR’a, yaR’b, and ybR’a. Thus, xyR’z. Therefore, 
by weak independence, xyRz. 0 
Lemma 8. Suppose P = (HI, . . ..H.)E Wk satis$es {{x,y,z>,{x,Y}} E HjI(x,y,z) and 
HiI(.x,y,z) = H, for all i #j. Then xyRz. 
Proof. Define a profile P’ = (Hi, . . . ,H;) as follows: {{x,y,z,a,b}, {x,y,a,b}, {~,a>, 
(x3 b), {Y, a>, {y, b) > is a subset of Hi, {x,z} E HJ if and only if (x,z} E Hjli,,,,,), and 
(Y,z> EHS if and only if {Y,z} •Hjl+,~,~); Hi = H$u({x,a,b}, {y,a,b}, {z,a,b}, (a,b}} 
for all i # j. 
Observe that Pli,,,,,I = P’I{,,,,,). For P’ we have {{x,a, b}, {x,a>> E HEIR,,.,+ 
{{x,a,b)) E Hilt,,.,+ and {x,a)4XI~,,,,~) for all i # j. It follows from Lemma 7 that 
xaR’b. Similar applications of Lemma 7 yield: xbR’a, yaR’b and ybR’a. Now abR:z is 
true for all i, and so, by Lemma 1, abRz. Thus xyR’z. Therefore, by weak indepen- 
dence, xyRz. 0 
Lemma 9. Suppose P = (HI, . . . ,Hk) E Wk satisJies {{x, y,z}, {x,y}} C Hjl(X,y,Z)- Then 
xyRz. 
Proof. Define a profile P’ = (Hi, . . . ,H;) as follows { {x,y,z,a,b}, {x,y,a,b}, {~,a}, 
{x5 b), {y, a>, {y, b) > is a subset of H>, {x,z} E Hi if and only if {x,z} E Hjli,,,,,), and 
{y,z} EH; if and only if {y,z} EHjJ(,,y,z); and for i #j let Hi = HiI(,,,,z). 
Observe that PI{,,,,,) = P’l{x,y,z). For P’ we have { {~,a, b}, {~,a}} G HJIfX,P,b) and, 
for each i #j, H:lfx,o,bI = H,. It follows from Lemma 8 that xaR’b. Similar applica- 
tions of Lemma 8 yield: xbR’a, yaR’b, ybR’a and abR’z. Thus xyR’z. Therefore, by 
weak independence, xyRz. !J 
Lemma 10. Suppose P = (H,, . . . ,Hk) E Wk satisfies xyRiz. Then xyRz. 
Proof. Define a profile P’ = (Hi, . . . ,H;) as follows: {{x,y,a,b}, {~,a>, {x,b}, {~,a}, 
{y, b} > is a subset of Hi, {x, y,z,a, b) E Hi if and only if {x, y,z} E HiI(,,,,z) for every i; 
{x,z} EH~ if and only if {x,z} EHilIx,y,z) for every i; {y,z} E H: if and only if 
iy,$ E;,!__~ for every i; {a, b} E H: for all i # j; and {x, y} E Hi if and only if 
x, E , ix,y,z) for all i # j. 
Observe that Ply,,,,.} = P’I{,,,,,~. For P’ we have { {x,a, b}, {x,a}} c H>lIx,a,bI and 
so by Lemma 9 we get xaR’b. Similar applications of Lemma 9 yield: 
xbR’a, yaR’b, ybR’a. Since abR:z holds for all i it follows from Lemma 1 that abR’z. 
Thus xyR’z. Therefore, by weak independence, xyRz. IJ 
Lemma 11. Let H E W with R the associated ternary relation. Then A E H ifand only y 
xyRz for all x, y E A and z#A. 
Proof. This fact was observed by Bandelt in [2]. 0 
It follows directly from Lemmas 10 and 11 that for any profile P = (HI, . . . , Hk), if 
A E Hj then A E C(P). In this case, we say that C is a dictatorship. 
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It is easy to see that the previous lemma is not true if we allow W to contain weak 
hierarchies on S that are not closed. Moreover, the closure property is a necessary 
condition for Theorem 1. To illustrate this, we give the following example. Let {x,y} 
be a fixed subset of S. For any profile P = (H,, . . . ,HJ of weak hierarchies on 
S (each of which may or may not be closed) define a consensus weak hierarchy 
C(P) as follows: ({x,>,(y)} E C(P) G HI and X EH~ - C(P) if and only if 
x = {x,Y}, (X,Y)#Hi f orsome i~(2, . . . . k},and {x,y,z}~Hi foreveryzES- {x,y}. 
It is clear that C is well-defined and Pareto. Further, one can establish that C is weakly 
independent but not a dictatorship (and so C is not a projection). 
For the final phase of our proof of Theorem 1 we will show that for any profile 
P = (H,, . . . ,Hk) and for any x, y, z in S, if xyRjz fails then xyRz fails. This is done by 
proving Lemmas 12-14. 
Lemma 12. If P = (HI, . . ..HJ E Wk satisfies HjI(X,y,zj - {x,y,z} = H, then xyRz 
does not hold. 
Proof. Assume xyRz does hold. Construct P’ = (Hi, . . _ , H;) as follows: { {x, a>, (y, a}, 
(~,a}, {x, b), (y,b}, (z, b)} c HJi, ( X, y, z, a, b} E Hi if and only if (x, y, z} E Hjl Lx,y,z;, 
and Hi = Hiljx,y,z) for all i #j. 
Observe that Pl{x,Y,Z~ = P’l{x,Y,Z~. Since xyRz is true, it follows from weak indepen- 
dence that xyR’z is true, Since C is a dictatorship (at positionj) it follows that {{x, a}, 
{y, a}, {z, a}, (x, b}, {y, b}, {z, b} > G C(P’). Let X E C(P’) satisfy x, y E X and z$X. If 
u$X then Xn(x,u}n{y,u}~{Xn{x,u}, Xn{y,u}, {~,u}n{y,u}) contrary to C(P’) 
being a weak hierarchy. So a E X. A similar argument gives b E X. Thus a, b E X and 
z$X. But then Xn{z,a}n{z,b}#{Xn{z,u}, Xn(.z,b}, {z,u>n{z,b}} and again we 
contradict C(P’) being a weak hierarchy. Hence xyRz does not hold. c] 
Lemma 13. If P = (H,, . . ,Hk) E Wk satisfies H.1 I {x,y.Z) G H,u{{x,z}, (Y,z>> then 
xyRz does not hold. 
Proof. Assume xyRz does hold. Construct P’ = (Hi, . . . , Hi) as follows: {(x, a}, (y, a}, 
{x, b}, {y, b}} c HS, {x, z} E Hi if and only if {x,z} E Hjlcx,y,z), {y,z} E HJ if and only if 
(Y,z> EHj1tx.y.z) and HI = Hil{x,y,z) for all i Zj. 
Observe that PIi,,,,.) = P’((,,y,,l. Since xyRz is true, it follows that xyR’z is true by 
weak independence. Let X E C(P’) satisfy x, y E X and z+X. Next, note that {{x, a}, 
(~,a), (x,b), (y,b}} E C(P’). If either u$X or b$X then we contradict C(P’) being 
a weak hierarchy. Thus, a, b EX and z#X. Now P’ satisfies the following: 
HJl{a,t+ - {a, b, z} = H, and ubR’z. This contradicts Lemma 12 and so xyRz does 
not hold. 0 
Lemma 14. ZfP = (H,, . . . ,Hk) E Wksutisjies {x,y}$H.( , +Y,Z: then xyRz does not hold. 
Proof. Assume xyRz does hold. It follows from Lemma 12 that either {x, z> E Hjl(,,,,.) 
or {Y,z> ~fJjl:x.~,~). Assume without loss of generality that (x,z> E Hjli,,y,r). This 
means xzRjy and so, by Lemma 10, xzRy. Note that xyRz and xzRy. So yzRx fails. 
Therefore, by Lemma 10, yzRjX fails. That is, (y,z)#Hjl~x,y,z~. 
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It follows from Lemma 13 that {x, y,z} EHjljx,Y,Zj. Construct P’ = (Hi, . . . ,H6) as 
follows: HJ = H&J{{x,y,z,a,b}, { a~x7z}, (b~X~z}~ {x~z}, (&Y>P (b,Y}}; H: = HiI(x,~,z) 
for all i #j. So P’I~,,,,.~ = Pljx,,,,). Since xyRz it follows from independence that 
xyR’z. Let X E C(P’) satisfy x, y EX and z#X. Since C is a dictatorship, C(P’) 2 H;. If 
&X then (X, {a,x,z}, {a,~}) violates C(P’) being a weak hierarchy. So a EX. Sim- 
ilarly, b EX. But then (X, {a,~, z}, {b, x, z>) violates C(P’) being a weak hierarchy. 
Hence xyRz fails. 0 
The proof of Theorem 1 is now done by combining Lemmas 10,ll and 14. 
4. Conclusions 
In our Introduction, we mentioned that the axiom of “independence of irrelevant 
alternatives” has many possible generalizations involving consensus functions defined 
on closed weak hierarchies. These include “independence” and “removal indepen- 
dence” (appropriately translated from [S]); weak independence (see Section 2); and 
neutrality (see [9]). A consensus function C : Wk -+ W is independent if and only if for 
every X E S and profiles P,P’,Plx = P’lx implies that C(P)I, = C(P’)I,. For X E S 
and H E W let Hlx-X denote the element in W whose nontrivial clusters are all the 
nontrivial elements of H Ix except X. A consensus function C is removal independent if 
and only if for every X c S and profiles P, P’, PJx - X = P’lx - X implies 
C(P)I, -X = C(P’)lx - X. Finally, C is neutral if and only if for any 
x, y, z, x’, y’, z’ E S and profiles P, P’, {i: XyRiZ} = {i: x’y’R:z’} implies xyRz if and only 
if x‘y’R’z’. It is straightforward to verify that if C is either independent, removal 
independent, or neutral then C is weakly independent. Thus we get the following 
consequence of Theorem 1. 
Corollary 1. If C: Wk -+ W is Pareto then the following are equivalent: 
(i) C is independent; 
(ii) C is removal independent; 
(iii) C is neutral; 
(iv) C is weakly independent; 
(v) C is a projection. 
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